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Celebrating 12 issues of UNSEEN Magazine

UNSEEN Magazine is powered by your
donations. It is an enormously labourintensive project, and simply cannot continue
without your generosity.

If you have found this issue or my free
content in general on any of my channels
helpful and supportive, please consider a
contribution of

$8 (or any amount), to so this

labour of love thriving can continue.

With immense gratitude,
Mimi XO

SUPPORT UNSEEN JOURNAL
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L et ter f rom the Ed i tor

W E L C OM E T O T H E U NS E E N

My name is Mimi Young, and I am a Han-Taiwanese Canadian, living, working, and playing on the unceded and traditional
territories of the xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Mus ueam), Sḵ wx̱ wú7mesh (S uamish), and Sel̓íl̓witulh (Tsleil-Waututh) Nations,
otherwise known as Vancouver, Canada. I am also a spirit communicator.
12 months, 12 issues. A project rooted in trust and a labour of love.

ank you for everyone (you know who you are) who have walked

with me each month via the UNSEEN Mag with enthusiasm, and thank you to everyone (you also know who you are) who have
contributed generously.
I nd that even in spiritual circles, there is still such a focus on Yang energies - activate your intuition, activate your
compassion, activate your rituals, activate, activate, activate. I nd that this is simply echoing the capitalist frenzy of
overproduction. Here in the West, we are xated on Yang that we have overlooked Yin. With Yin, we can learn a much
needed lesson: to deactivate. By deactivating, we can enter the Yin season with a sense of calm, receptivity, and rest and
connect with spirit and receive. When we deactivate, we return to Potential, to Rest, to the Unseen.
Join me for ENTER THE YIN: A Winter Solstice Online Gathering and Group Reading on December 21 from 6-8PM PST.
is is my rst live-stream single-topic o ering in months, as I have been focusing more on series this year. Hope to see you
online sharing sacred space with Yin!
A reminder that I will be taking my customary break from Skin + Aura Care production for the holidays. All orders
placed a er December 5 end of day will be ful lled the week of January 4, 2022.
is issue honours my love for writing, and note I've sprinkled shorter bits and bites throughout.

is is intentional, and

can be interpreted as an invitation for you to slow down, decelerate, and attune your nervous system to dance slowly with
the Yin energy of Winter.

Winter blessings of rest and regeneration,

Mimi Young
Editor of Unseen Magazine + Founder of Ceremonie

PS. As a solopreneur, I would also like to say thank you ahead of time for honouring my work. Please feel free to print ONE copy of this magazine
for your personal, non-commercial use and enjoyment. If you share any short excerpts on social media, full credit and ta ing of myself
@shopceremonie and the corresponding photographer must be included. If you feel called to share this content with others, please only do so by
using the link to join my mailing list. Please take the time to read my note on usage and copyright non-negotiables on the previous page.
for honouring this so I can continue to bring this to you every month for free.

ank you

Before you begin
reading this issue...
Quiet yourself.
Quiet the unrest right
down, and meet
yourself there...
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...in utter tenderness.

’

’

You re a dancer even when you re not dancing.

’

’

You re a poet even when you re not writing.

’

’

You re a teacher even when you re not teaching.

’

’

You re a parent even when you re not parenting.

’

’

You re a cook even when you re not cooking.

’

’

You re a reader even when you re not reading.

’

’

You re a gardener even when you re not gardening.

’

’

You re a lover even when you re not loving.

And so you
are wise
even when

’

you don t
have the
answers.

.........................................................................................................................................................................................
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A reminder that I will be taking my
customary break from Skin

+ Aura Care

production for the holidays. All orders
placed after December 5 end of day will
be fulfilled the week of January 4, 2022.

SHOP NOW

.........................................................................................................................................................................................
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ENTER THE YIN
A

Wi nter

Sol st ice

O nl i ne

G ather i ng

Tue s d ay, D e c emb er 2 1 f r om 6 PM - 8 PM P S T
L ive - s t r e a m w i th r e pl ay

Release the pressure to constantly perform, to t in everything, to create, to be productive, to be e cient,
to be better, to transcend, to be a 'better' version of yourself.
Rather, ENTER THE YIN energy that awaits to be met as your companion, and as your wholeness, with
full acceptance.
When we embrace the Yin with intention, we step into the portal that leads us to the realms of Mystery in
its raw, profound, and restful form. To be in alignment with the Yin aspect is to claim our unlived parts…
ENTER THE YIN and move into ease.
ENTER THE YIN and move into acceptance.
ENTER THE YIN and move into tenderness.
ENTER THE YIN and move into trust.
ENTER THE YIN and move into intimacy.
ENTER THE YIN and move into liberation.
ENTER THE YIN and move into returning.
ENTER THE YIN and move into yourself.
ENTER THE YIN and move into the natural.
ENTER THE YIN and move into the Spirit.
ENTER THE YIN and move into the not-yet-named.
ENTER THE YIN and move into magickal currents.
ENTER THE YIN and move into sacred darkness.
ENTER THE YIN and move into receptivity.
ENTER THE YIN and move into rest.
ENTER THE YIN and...
What to expect during this live-stream gathering with replay:
• Discover what 2021's Winter Solstice as a spirit being has to share in terms of ener and themes.
• Receive a group I Ching reading that shares how the Yin Season relates with you.
• rough a guided spirit travel into the Lower World (Yin's domain), experience a visit with and to this primordial
ener source.
• Deactivate (even if only temporary) the Yang energies that have been distorted by overuse or society in general that
is preventing you from experiencing more Yin in your life.
• Activate the ener of receptivity in your life.
• Connect to your ancestors and other spirit allies.
• Receive a sneak peek forecast of what the Water Tiger spirit will bring for 2022 as a lunar year.

GET TICKETS

.........................................................................................................................................................................................
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Trust the fruits that rot in the ground
will provide nourishment for the living
soil.

Trust the water that the Earth drinks
will revive the land.

Trust the seeds that germinate in the
dark, beneath the surface will display
glorious blooms next Spring and
Summer.

And so as some of us are in the darker
days of our lives, trust yourself
patiently

; the blooms will come.

.........................................................................................................................................................................................
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50%
OFF

18
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MYSTERY
MENTORSHIP
MODULES
LEARN MORE

USE

P ROMO C ODE

:

M Y S T E RY 5 0

:

S ale on un t i l Decem ber 31, 11 59 PM P ST

’

Ceremonie s Mystery Mentorship is a WOC owned mystery school that aims to impart
extensive ancient and practical wisdom so you
can restore your connection to the Unseen
within your inner and outerworlds, actively
receive the support of your spirit allies, break
negative patterns, and celebrate your path with
confidence. Open to practitioners and serious

50%

seekers, learn mysticism , core shamanism ,
psychic skills, and magick through the guiding
values of integrity, equity, depth , and efficacy.

LEARN MORE

USE

P ROMO C ODE

TO

R E C E I V E

5 0

%

OF F

M YS T E RY 5 0

:

S a l e o n u n t i l D e c e m b e r 3 1 , 1 1 59 P M P S T

OFF

P l e a s e n o t e t h a t Pa r t i a l S c h o l a r s h i p s a re n o t a p p l i c a b l e a s a
s t a c k i n g o p t i o n fo r t h e M y s t e r y M e n t o r s h i p s a l e .

:

The Mystery Mentorship, an online mystery school , is
joyous and liberating , yet it also asks you to show up to all
of yourself . You will become confident in who you are by
recalling your wholeness , facing your demons , and

’

strengthening your intuition and psychic gifts . If you re
ready to access your agency, Mimi invites you to initiate
into the Unseen powers and healing wisdom of spirit
communication through

•
•

Psychic Development

•

Chaos Magick

•
•
•

Core Shamanic

+

:

Animistic Practices

Shamanic Tarot of the Motherpeace Deck
Ancient Chinese Mysticism
Plant Spirit Healing

The Modules are available through self- study, with the
option to book Private Mentorship sessions with Mimi at a
preferred rate. You will re - member your depth , learn how
to live in connection with the supernatural , and shapeshift
into your next unique expansion through your intuitive
gifts and the hidden powers of the Cosmos .

.........................................................................................................................................................................................
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" Mimi ’ s

unconditional love and support shines through the

level of thought and care she places in her offerings. I have
never felt so welcomed in a space due to her loyal
acknowledgements and fierce boundaries. Even when

'

accessing recordings, Mimi s presence penetrates through
the screen to offer what is often a deeply profound and
intimate experience. Many of the tools Mimi has shared
have become practices of intuition as well as creation that
will underpin my own for the years to come. Thank you
Mimi for enabling me towards witnessing my world with a
more wondrous gaze.

— David

Kam

"

@ DAVIDKAMKW

T E ST I MON I A L
FOR T H

M YST E RY

M E N TORSH I

"I

’

don t think I have words to express how much

joining the MM

[ Mystery

Mentorship

]

has impacted

’

my life. I ve spent the last several years dabbling in
a lot of spiritual work , but never really finding
anything that fit . This is really the work that is
putting me back in touch with myself, empowering
me to get to the root for myself, instead of tying me
to a certain program or healer. ... I found that I had
tools and practices to anchor me during these
storms, that helped me through another

’

transformation . I m finding I can much better help
myself, answer my own questions, instead of looking
outward for advice or answers constantly.

— Valerie

"

L.

LS
USE

P ROMO C ODE

TO

R E C E I V E

5 0

%

OF F

M YS T E RY 5 0

E

Y

IP

:

S a l e o n u n t i l D e c e m b e r 3 1 , 1 1 59 P M P S T

P l e a s e n o t e t h a t Pa r t i a l S c h o l a r s h i p s a re n o t a p p l i c a b l e a s a
s t a c k i n g o p t i o n fo r t h e M y s t e r y M e n t o r s h i p s a l e .

ENROLL IN THE MYSTERY MENTORSHIP

:

WHY I
WRITE

I write for no one but myself.
Writing is a form of accessing the
hidden, and keeping things hidden.
In a society, especially as a woman
of colour, nothing is truly mine.
But my written words, hidden from
view, are mine.

LEARN MORE

.........................................................................................................................................................................................
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The words I write privately
are shielded from obligation,
judgment, expectation.
There is something thrilling,
delicious, satiating, precious
that I can create something
that is only for me

; that I

know something that is
unknown, and that something
does not need to be explained,
justified, earned, shared,
evaluated, or accounted for.

In this way,
writing is
subversive and

; writing

dangerous

is hearing the
Shadows, writing
is accessing the
Unseen.

LEARN MORE

......................................................................................................................................................................................... DECEMBER 2021 | UNSEEN 27

I write as a response to be me.
I write to discover an ever changing me.
I write to covertly rebel against
expectations of who I am.
When I write, I can take no prisoners.
I write to shapeshift.
Writing is Chaos Magick.

; when I

When I write, I am her

write, I am not her.

;

When I write, I am here

when I write, I am not here.
When I write, I am God,
and I am Devil.
When I write, I am Mother,
and I am Not.
When I write, I am faithful,
and I am faithless.
When I write, I am Witch, Bitch,
Slut, and All the Nasties.
When I write, I am no longer me,
so I can return to who I am again.

'

'

I do not consider myself good at
writing. And that is precisely the

; a liberation from production,

point

performance, and perfection.
Instead, I can relax, let go, and allow
myself to be swallowed up in
fullness, gripping the edges in
pleasurable overwhelm, exploration
what Yin holds for me. In other
words, when I write, I play and rest.
I return, return, return, return.

Would you join me for the upcoming

?

WRITING WITH SPIRIT Retreat from January 21-24, 2022

LEARN MORE

.........................................................................................................................................................................................
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WRITING
WITH SPIRIT
WINTER RETREAT
January 21-24, 2022

RETREAT DETAILS

.......................................................................................................................................................................... DECEMBER 2021 | UNSEEN
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The WRITING WITH SPIRIT RE TREAT welcomes an
intimate group of 13 attendees to explore the intersection
of writing and the supernatural by unwrapping the words
that are already contained within and to call them forth

’

with clarity and boldness. We ll discuss supportive writing
techniques, powerful esoteric tools, and will be actively
collaborating with our intuition and the Great Mystery.
Open to anyone who is needing space, desires a heightened
embodiment , and a safe container to focus on their inner

(and outer) work.

SIGN UP

32
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SIGN UP

RETREAT DETAILS

WRITING
WITH SPIRIT
RETREAT

AREAS OF WRITING EXPLORATION

Embodied Writing with Shamanic Art Therapy

∙ Calling

:

your authentic voice

∙ Enhancing intuition and clarity
∙ Magnify creative juices / new perspectives
∙ Releasing expectations and perfectionism
∙ Fruitfulness > Productivity
Spirit - Collaborative Writing

:

∙ Hearing our ancestors and other spirit allies
∙ Writing as channeling and psychic mediumship

Writing as Shamanic Spirit and Time Travel

∙ Writing

:

to clarify, to witness , to retrieve, to redefine

Writing for Self-Regulation , Self- trust , and Future Potentials

:

∙ Seeing lessons, embracing ‘ failure ’ , taking risk
∙ Finding the languages / voices you don ’ t yet speak
Writing as Magick

∙ Writing

:

as spellwork

SIGN UP

.......................................................................................................................................................................... DECEMBER 2021 | UNSEEN 35

F E AT U R E S T ORY

E M B R AC I N G
Tr u s t i n g

Yo u r

i n ter v ie w w i th June

YO U R
Magic

" Juma ka e "

e following is an article transcribed from a conversation between
myself (Mimi Young) + June "Jumakae" Kaewsith of Your Story
Medicine Podcast; the episode "Embracing Your Darkness: Trusting
Your Magic and Your Voice". Main topics discussed included why
embracing our darkness is just as impor ant as embracing our light;
freeing yourself from the anti-aging culture, and stepping into a proaging lifestyle; and how to use dreams to explore dormant parts of
ourselves. (Note, since this originally was a verbal interview, some of
the text may have been lost / mis-edited in the transcription. I
provide a link to the podcast at the end of this article).
J: Hi Mimi. So rst uestion I'd love to start o with is I like to
call them roses if you can o er a rose of um what it is you're
celebrating about yourself today.
M: First of all, thank you so much for having me, Jumakae.
What am I celebrating about myself today? I am celebrating
that I'm thinking only in the moment right now which is of
course spending time with you with something I've been
looking forward to and not thinking too far. And I feel that all
our experiences are they just experienced, they, the experiences
themselves wind up experiencing heightened sweetness when
we can just be here truly now and nothing more.
J: Mm hmm. Yeah, because I mean who expected a pandemic?
Who expected so much of the magic that has unfolded um like
within the chaos And so I'm really excited to learn more about
what chaos magic is and also how is it that we can we, we can
turn whatever experiences or adversities we are having into our
medicine, right? And um anyways, I know that this is so much
of what you dive into with your, with your o erings, with your
medicine, but if we can take away all of your titles for a
moment, how is it that you would describe what it is?
M: You do? I love that. I love how you asked. Just yeah, that's
just if we were to strip away all the titles, I would say that I am
someone who is completely in love with e three dimensional
reality and also completely in love with the invisible, non
dimensional, multi dimensional, uid dimensional reality too.
Um and it's it's being able to have one
in each of these
realities that makes life really fun. And I would say that's really,
it summarizes what it is that I do. So it summarizes what it is
they do from a from a work or a career perspective, but also just
my life, I mean that's how I cook. When I cook, I invite the
ancestors to show up in the kitchen, that's how I parent um
when you know we're every morning we talk about dreams and
we talk about the ancestors and other spirits and maybe you
know, even the household spirit let me show up on one of our
laps when we're having a meal and when we're talking about a

DA R K N E S S
a nd

Yo u r

:

Vo i c e

Ka e w s i t h a n d M i m i Yo u n g

(M, continued): dream or talking about what happened to those
missing socks and all these sorts of things. So yeah, I would say
that's really how I would summarize what it is that I do and
who it is that I am.
J: I'm like chuckling because I'm like, oh my God, that missing
socks. So you're saying that it's not me, that I didn't misplace it,
that a spirit could have probably like took it!
M: Yeah, I mean of course we, we do lose things as humans or
misplace things, but yeah, things can be moved around in the
home, things can go missing in the home, things can
mysteriously uh you know, break or actually repair themselves
o entimes through uh yeah, like home based spirits, domestic
spirits, they are real.
J: Is this something that you grew up with? So tell us more
about your ancestral lineage, we, you mentioned that you are of
Taiwanese descent, but you currently live in Canada and I'm
curious how has this, how has your upbringing in uenced your
path today?
M:
at's that's a big uestion. I know, yeah, so with my
Taiwanese lineage, I come from homes, like referring to my
parents, their homes uh that practice (Ch'an) Buddhism and
within buddhism there's fairly uh at least in the Taiwanese
experience. Um there's a fair amount of ancestral reverence
that's tied into the buddhist practice as well as animistic based
practices um and animistic based beliefs on top of that, uh
there's Taoist principles that are woven, it shows up in
buddhism, but it shows up in the everyday, particularly through
food and through seasonal cycles.

*

*

*

M: ...you completely lose touch with who you are, you
completely lose touch with your roots, you completely, you just
are not stable as a being anymore. Um and it really led to
essentially someone who was, I felt like I was a bit of a shell,
like, like I, I had a form on the outside and maybe um on paper
it looked good or maybe on the outside and look good, but it
was, it was really, it felt really vacant on the inside, I was deeply,
deeply unhappy um and experienced a whole lot of depression
and anxiety and I absolutely zero trust in my own voice. >>

.......................................................................................................................................................................... DECEMBER 2021 | UNSEEN
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E M BR AC I NG
Tr u s t i ng

Yo u r

YO U R
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DA R K N E S S
and

Yo u r

:

Vo i c e

Continued...
M: ... and it wasn't until I realized actually one of the best things
to do is to actually believe in darkness and embrace darkness as
a form of information because we all have it, we're all made up
of it too, that we're not old as light here. Um and and by
embracing that I was able to be honest again, and and that was
really the big thing was like a living this lie, living this life of, of
lies in denial and suppression and avoidance and uh yeah, so I
got to the point where it was just such an obvious choice for me
and so it was just like that daily choice of do I want to be honest
with myself because it is through being honest and embracing
and integrating all these aspects of light and shadow, so to
speak, that I can actually tap into my own magic again and trust
my voice and trust my who I am as a person.
J: Were you somebody who grew up in a family that wanted you
to follow a di erent path of, what was the reaction from your
family when you made a made a commitment to be essentially a
full time witch?
M: So my dad never converted to Christianity, he remained um
culturally a buddhist, but he never really practiced buddhism.
Um he has always been interested in the esoteric and mainly
actually was through his studies of martial arts and that's why
he actually retained it. Um Yeah, but he's always been uite
tapped into his intuition, but he's never spiritualized it, he's
never made it this thing that becomes a full blown ritual where
you have to go to a place every week and announced to
everybody else that's exactly you know, like everyone's
mimicking every everyone else, trying to look like a certain kind
of spiritual person, he wasn't into that.So he really was just like
you want to do this -- great -- and you don't want to do this -great --like it's just like like he he really didn't care, it was my
mother, it was my mother that I think it a ected her uite
deeply when I decided to walk away from church. I and to this
day it's it's still actually a very uncomfortable conversation
because um when we do engage in those conversations, I tend to
feel that she's still coming from a place of evangelism, how
everyone must, like you had said, believe in Jesus or you know,
lest you be cast into hell and burn forever.
J: Mhm Yeah, and I know that you also have your own online
business school that approaches entrepreneurship from a more
de colonial perspective, one where we are in tune with the
elements and one where we can build a team that goes beyond
people that actually calls in our guides in the unseen realm. So I
want to dig into how, like, where you created this, and also like
you where does God t in all of this? Because I know for myself
it's like, ok, I've been slowly starting to use the word of God
more, but of course there's still this this contraction in my body,
like, oh people are going to think that when I say God, I only
mean this God.

(J continues): So I would just love to hear your own take on that
since you have also been one to have been exposed to both
Buddhism and Christianity like me.
M: Yeah, so God, it what's interesting, at least in chaos magic is
energies grow and expand when you feed them and when you,
when you no longer feed them, the energies will follow through
on a cycle. And and the cycle essentially is uite universal. You
look at the cycle of seasons, the cycle of um your, you know, let's
say menstrual cycle, seed cycle, it's all very similar, there's a
generation and a degeneration, I'm oversimplifying obviously,
but that's essentially what it is. God as an energy can be that so
when you feed, feed, feed to God, it will generate and when you
allow that energy to continue, it will eventually go through a
degeneration, but a degeneration is not bad and nor is it's not
really death, it actually just returns to that Yin state of
potential. So that's something else can come through in the
following generator cycle. So, how I talk about this in business
is, I do like, I think it's important to talk about each of our
composition. is is very Daoist when we're talking about, you
know, which compositions will be made up of, So are we made
up with metal or wood or water or earth or whatever.
Essentially when we understand the functions and the
personalities of each of these elements, then we understand
what our gi s are and we know what our gi s are, then we can
embrace them and we can also outsource perhaps the ones
where there or they're not our natural gi s and that's really
where the collaboration can occur. I mean it will be uni ue to
everyone. And also sometimes we think we don't have a gi , but
when we discover through our chart, our natal chart that like,
wow, we actually do have a lot of this this particular element,
but why is it that we don't actually consider that as part of who
we are? Likewise, that we actually almost consider it foreign to
us. And that's when a lot of people will understand that perhaps
there has been some type of indoctrination in the past that has
asked them to silence or s uash or make that part of themselves
small. We're talking about de colonizing a lot of it is de
colonizing perspective, our own internal perspective of things
of ourselves, our perspectives of how businesses or projects
should be um should be formed. Um even just this idea and you
know, we talked about this very brie y before recording is this
idea of a solitary witch. Well no solitary, which even if the
which is even if the which doesn't belong to a coven, um that
solitary which is never working alone. Yeah, by de nition,
which means that you are working with energies are working
with spirits. I'll go into my o ce and it looks and I'll tell people,
I'll tell my family I'm going into a meeting and like it's me like
physically in the room and no one else can, like no one can see
anything in the room other me and maybe my desk, but I'm
actually talking to the spirits that show up in the room and then
we make business decisions together.
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J: Yeah, I'm just laughing because I'm thinking about my days in
nonpro t work and and uh just needing to have a board of
directors in order to make these important decisions. And then
sometimes it's like, oh my gosh, there's just so many voices and
there's like too many cooks in the kitchen and I know one
reason why I chose to embark on this path of sacred
entrepreneurship is because I needed to learn how to trust
myself, I needed to learn how to trust my own voice versus
feeling like I needed all of these di erent opinions to tell me
what to do. And yet it is in the stillness, it is in the solitude.
Most of the time I downloads actually come when I am in
nature without any wi , without any books, without any
distractions, where the voices start to show up and I'm like, oh,
how come this voice wasn't here when I was sitting in front of
my computer trying to strategize my way into what my next
o ering was going to be. And I, I have an alter myself as well.
And so it's the rst thing I tell all of my clients to do whenever
we begin our work together, is to create your space to call in
your guides to call in an ancestor that you are walking this path
with. Whether or not they are of blood lineage chosen ancestors
as well, remembering that the work that you are doing is not
just of your own, that you are carrying on a legacy and you are
creating a legacy for the next generation where you will one day
become an ancestor on somebody else's alter. So what are the
seeds that you're planting or what is it that you are watering
that has been carried on from somebody else who or something
else that is now in the spirit realm. And so I'm laughing because
of the relatability and also the challenges of having an actual
board in the physical realm.
M: Yeah. And I love love love when you said that one day we
will be on the altar for the next generation whether if we have
biological Children or not. Yeah. All of us we have a legacy.
J: Yeah. And so I know that in your mentorship, you you
support people with being able to burden o ering that can
either be something that is like physical, like a product or more
like service based. Just for me, it even sounds weird to say that
because it's like, like I I know that you do dream work as well
and um like shamanic readings which will dive deeper into. But
I think it's important to name that many, many people who
identify as witches are o en experimenting with like plant
medicine and um that's not always like Ayahuasca and
mushrooms by the way. I've said this before. Plant medicine
includes ginger and turmeric. Okay, but a lot of your roots
began in skincare and so tell us about how that came to be and
then your expansion into, into the interwebs.
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(M continues): shortly a er my second child was born and you
know I was still
breastfeeding and I just didn't, I felt really important and I felt
even really important when I had my rst child but the
importance really became heightened um with my second that I
really wanted to put only ingredients that was truly honoring to
me. So this is like beyond clean ingredients. Like we're talking
about ones that are also energetically aligned. So that led me to
create a few potions so to speak more for my own personal
consumption but through that I think people really noticed and
um so a few friends and my mother even, they were asking if
they could also have it too. And so that actually was what was
the initial o ering. It was something that was incredibly
grassroots um within my own people so to speak. One thing sort
of led to another and you know a whole collection came out of
it. Um It was never intended to be like I said like a traditional
skincare line. Um it's for me, I want the performance factor in
there but even more so I wanted it to be in a way that felt very
energetically aligned.

*

*.

*

M: But the skin care is designed, the uote un uote anti aging
cream, so to speak. It's actually a pro aging cream. It's designed
to help one. It will nourish your skin. It will hydrate. It'll do all
the things that, you know, a good cream should do um with for
skin with sensitivities or a skin that's experiencing changes and
elasticity and such. But really what the magic of that cream it's
actually going to shi one's perspective towards themselves in
regards to aging. In regards to ageism. ere will they will refer
to themselves in the mirror with a sense of compassion, a sense
of excitement to age and to no longer see aging as a pejorative
thing. ose plants are there to assist an experience that is much
more. You know, we have this idea of body positivity. Body
positivity is not just embracing your waist size, right? It's
embracing wrinkles, embracing a change in one space. Why is
age seen as we all know that the most valuable things that are
old things, anti ues are valuable. Old growth trees are valuable.
Why is it that humans particularly those who identify as women
are seen as having a short shelf life of value because that being is
fertile and a er those ages of fertility, then that being is no
longer of value. But I mean we're looking at that body from a
production-based perspective like I mean we're not machines,
right? And so yeah absolutely decolonizing ageism, decolonizing
the idea that the body is meant to be productive. No-no-no
that's that's that does not apply. Wait - we're not we're not
products of the industrial revolution.

M: So I created the skincare and aura care line mainly as a
response to my own needs. So um I launched the business
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Continued...
J: Yeah especially being in business. I hear this from my students
and just from from everybody who is uh afraid to expand or
even the fear of abundance and money, I'm going to have to
work harder if I want to be able to get there right and I'm sure
that you may be experiencing the opposite right? Which is the
polar opposite of what we've been taught growing up here. I
mean you're in Canada, I'm in the United States, something tells
me that maybe the narrative is very similar, especially if we're
growing up within capitalism.
M: Well, it's pretty darn similar. I mean it's we have a smaller
population compared to the U. S. But I would say and you know
we're a little bit more socialist in some respects but it's pretty
capitalistic regardless. Yeah and I would say that people tend to
people tend to confuse these these things around having to
work hard and being accountable. Like I and how do I put this?
I do think we need to show up to our work like I mean like
really show up like holistically show up um and showing up
means being responsible um making, you know, making choices
that are for the best of the situation and for all involved. And
and showing up also means saying, hey, I'm tired, like I'm going
to take a break. You know, it's, it's, there's this ne line between,
it's almost like by saying, oh we need to be more compassion
where there's still some, there's there's this potential bypassing
of responsibility and by practicing of intent and bypassing
outcome. Look, I still do believe it's important to totally show
up and be responsible for what it is that one does. But it has to
be done in a way that is also realistic and can support longevity
of that task, right? Because it's like ne, if you put in an
a ressive amount of hours one week, you can't expect to do
that again the following week and the week a er that and that
and that, right? at's not sustainable.... that has nothing to do
in my opinion with working hard.

*

*.

*

J: So share yeah. To share with us more about how people can
can yeah, like be, it was like tell us more about how people can
become a witch alongside you
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(M continues): It's meant to be collaborative with the spirits in
one's life. So that could include ancestors that could include
perhaps a god or goddess or some type of divine being that one
reveres. It could be um nature spirits or other types of spirits
that one has relationship with. 1:02:
e idea is, you know,
because it's in January and it's it's meant to I'm not a January 1st
kind of person because I go by the lunar calendar, so this
approaching lunar new year will be on February 1st.
So I wanted to have this before the lunar new year arrived. So 21
to 24 in January just really felt like the right time where we can
dive. And and it's not the stretching is not meant to be people
who love writing necessarily. It could it could also be people
who really don't like writing because the fact is is writing and
communicating is something that's deeply human. It's just like
we we are communicative by nature and there's a reason for it.
So this is really meant to be using writing as a platform as a
conduit to really move energy, move energy that's within us.
So that we can witness ourselves move energy out of us into the
three dimensional world. So we can maybe activate certain
energies and put it in that generative motion. Um and also a
way to really hold ourselves accountable. Um I mean, writing
can be very healing, can be really cathartic. Um it's not meant to
be something that we need to post or display. Um you know,
maybe at the end of the day, all you do at the end is just tuck it
into a folder and that's done.
But the fact is that we as people don't really carve out space to
do this type of work typically. Unless someone is holding it, it's
hard to say, okay, I'm just gonna block o this weekend and not
responding to my cell phone or anything. But when you are set
on this gorgeous island in the deep old growth forest in these
gorgeous, you have to go on my instagram and see some of the
photos of these beautiful cottages. And just be; and then of
course, while being, we can talk about writing, we can talk
about ways to allow that magic to come through through
writing well. So, so you're telling me that I'm not going to walk
away as a best selling author. You could, but I think we have
such an expectation of ourselves that we must perform, that we
must somehow experience excellence and perfection. And I feel
that that will defeat the process of this kind of work because
magic is not asking for perfection. Magic is just asking for us to
show up at magic is just asking for ourselves are real, real, real
selves.

M: e retreat is called Writing With Spirit. It's set for January
21st to 24, 2022. It will be an intimate group of us will be on
Bowen Island BC, during the beautiful cold wintery time where
we can just snu le up indoors with our tea with some paper
and a pen or a laptop if one prefers and it's really just
approaching written word as active spell form. I mean, there's a
reason why I named it Writing With Spirit.
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Magic is not asking
for perfection . Magic
is just asking for us to
show up at magic is
just asking for
ourselves are real ,
real , real selves.

For the complete interview with
Jumakae Kaewsith of Your Story
Medicine Podcast; the episode
"Embracing
Your
Darkness:
Trusting Your Magic and Your
Voice" can be found by clicking on
the button to the righ .
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I really love writing. Mainly for myself, but sometimes I also like to share what I
write.

Do you enjoy reading

? Do you enjoy reading what I write?

If I were to publish an e-book, a hardcopy zine, or hardcopy book, would you

? Would you support this work of mine?

want a copy

Note that what I am dreaming of is intersectional occultism. So intersectional, I

'

'

can t even really call it occultic. It s simply a book about humanness. I desire to
conceive a

"book baby" that will walk with you, cry with you, hold you, inspire

you to believe in humanity and spirits again, something that will make you want
to cook up a storm, start your dream business, cast your spells with fervour, and
help you fuck sweetly. I want to talk about the ridiculous expectations placed
upon mothers, the toxicity of some spiritual systems, medical trauma, making
money and paying bills, what happens to us when we live wildly and reconnect
to the animal that lives in our hearts, that MAYBE is a viable answer when
making decisions, and how exhilarating it is to smell the tracks of spirits. I
absolutely can guarantee you that my book will not be perfect, and will likely

'

have typos and grammatical mistakes because I don t think you really want me
to outsource an editor so that you ultimately need to pay more for the book.
Covid, industrialization, depletion, and politics have worn us to the very last
threads of who we are, to reveal we are more resilient that we were told, more
creative than we can imagine, and the fed-up-ness of it all is the only thing we
can truly call our own because the fed-up-ness is a sign that we still know that
the sacred is possible.

'

Anyway, if yes, each of you, PLEASE, please send me an email you d be into this.
Likely it will need to start with the e-book which will fund the production costs

/

associated with a hardcopy book zine.

? Let me know!

You in

TERM 2 of
EVOKING YOUR
BUSINESS

+ PROJECT

starts January 9, 2022

!

'

If you weren t able to join us for Term 1 of EVOKING YOUR
BUSINESS

+

PROJECT SERIES , but would love to join us for

'

Term 2, I m currently taking new enrolment . There will be an
option to sign up for Term 2 independently, or you could also
opt to download Term 1 as a self- study module.

Benefit from a focused facilitation , learn from both business

+

occultic practical wisdom , and be held in community.

Partial Scholarships are currently available. Please email
info

@ shopceremonie. com

to further inquire. Priority is given to

BIPOCs , folks who are neurodiverse or have different abilities .

SIGN UP
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Term 1 was about making the Invisible visible.
In Term 2, we will be focusing on making the
Invisible EMBODIED

Term 2 TOPICS OF STUDY
THE INVISIBLE NOW EMBODIED

•

You are Your Archetype

•

Cultivating Your Team and How to Afford It

•

Boundaries as Branding

•

Real -It

•

Exceptional , Magickal Service

•

Self Care as Business Strategy

•

Forest for the Trees

+

+

Marketing

’

You ll Make It

:

Good is Good Enough

>

Perfection

•

Decolonized Marketing

•

Heart - Centered Content Creation

•

Cross Pollination

•

Consequential PR

•

Timelines, Planning Launches, and the Sacred

•

When You re Not Sure

’

+

Brand Integration

:

Channeling Your Business

’

Spirit Allies

•

Wu Xing, Chinese Astrology

Businesses

•

+

:

Rhythms

+

Project Building

Wisdom of the Counsel

+

Solving Needs

Cycles For

E V E N T S P O T L IG H T
D r e a m

S p a c e

//

1 2 . 4 . 2 0 2 1

Dream Space brings awareness to mental health and suicide
prevention, both in the metaverse and in real life. It is a safe space
for individuals to explore and express their dreams while also
honoring their mental health journey. Dream Space will focus on
advocacy, entertainment and digital art. There will be an NFT art
auction on the Cardano blockchain, various entertainment such as
DJs and other submitted talents. Throughout the event there will be
segments for people to share their stories, practices, education, etc.
These segments include a panel of mental health professionals, a
mindfulness workshop, a guided meditation, ritual and more. This
event will lead to the creation of the Shook Foundation with a
mission of healing communities through art, connection and
education of blockchain technology.
Please join me as I will be providing a live tea ceremony + container
for prayers to the Unseen at this online event. Details can be found
via shookboyz.com/dreamspace
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EVENT
T h e

C u l t u r e

o f

T h e

S P O T L IG H T

C o s m o s

by

s t r t g s t

//

1 2 . 9 . 2 0 2 1

Whether it is Tarot or dream interpretations, the strtgst community is looking
for therapy in different forms and stretching the possibilities to nourish our
well-being. This December, the online community dedicated to creatives,
strategists, and thinkers will look under the hood and hear from a slew of
speakers who have deep knowledge about different facets of spirituality.
Maybe you’ll leave with some new tools to make sense of your life.
I'll also be giving a live talk of my "coming out of the broom's closet" story at
this event. If you'd like to join, head to lu.ma/cultureofthecosmos
Help-Yourself-Scholarship: Enter code VIP100
Note if the code is not working it means that it's reached the max number of
redemptions.

P OD CA S T
S P O T L IG H T S

I have not one, but three NEW podcasts to share with you this issue! I hope
you enjoy my chat with Sora Schilling co-host (with Julie Parker) of
Priestess TV, where we talk about chaos magick; with stand-up comic Karen
Rontowski of Paranormal Karen, where we discuss digital spirits and
archangel energies; and with Jumakae Kaewsith of Your Story Medicine on
ancestors, darkness, and healing.

PRIESTESS TV
EPISODE 48

YOUR STORY MEDICINE
EPISODE 53

PARANORMAL KAREN
EPISODE XX
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T H E S ONG S I NG S I T S E L F

Lynda Dawn is a producer and singer-songwriter from London, UK. Loving the bled of
soul, funk, and jazz she draws on in her artform. She recently came out with her latest
single, Roses, though her At First Light EP (2019) is also just-so-dreamy. Perfect for cozy
nights in with hot cocoa and a wool blanket.

Arise by Lynda Dawn
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Join me - whether you love writing, or don't, if you are feeling
receptive or connected, or are feeling unsure or blocked, if you're
experiencing doubtful or intimidated, if you are curious and
optimistic, are rooted in or if you are hanging on by thread, for
those in ease, or those with deep restlessness.

~
MIMI YOUNG

SUPPORT UNSEEN JOURNAL
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U NSE E N
Walking the Hidden Path

